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Preface 
 
The Energy Modeling Forum (EMF) was established in 1976 at Stanford University to 
provide a structural framework within which energy experts, analysts, and policymakers 
could meet to improve their understanding of critical energy problems.  The twenty-third 
EMF study, “Prices and Trade in a Globalizing Natural Gas Market,” was conducted by a 
working group comprised of leading international energy analysts and decisionmakers 
from government, private companies, universities, and research and consulting 
organizations.  The EMF 23 working group met four times between 2005 and 2007 to 
discuss key issues and analyze the longer-run implications of international natural gas 
markets.   
 
This report summarizes the working group’s discussions of the modeling results on 
international natural gas markets. During the study, the group had some interesting 
discussions of non-modeling analysis and issues, some of which are also included in this 
report.  Inquiries about the study should be directed to the Energy Modeling Forum, 448 
Terman Engineering Center, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305-4026, USA 
(telephone: (650) 723-0645; Fax: (650) 725-5362).  Our web site address is:  
http://www.stanford.edu/group/EMF.   
 
We would like to acknowledge the different modeling teams that participated in the 
study.  Their willingness to simulate the different cases and to discuss their results in 
detail contributed significantly to an excellent study.   
 
This volume reports the findings of the EMF working group.  It does not necessarily 
represent the views of Stanford University, members of the Senior Advisory Panel, any 
reviewers, or any organizations participating in the study or providing financial support. 
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Executive Summary 
 

This report summarizes the EMF 23 study 
on prices and trade in a globalizing natural 
gas market.  The study compared results 
submitted by eleven different modeling 
teams for standardized scenarios with 
common input assumptions across models.  
Study participants included model 
developers and users from industry, 
government, universities and other research 
organizations in the United States, Europe 
and Asia.  The group made several 
important conclusions: 
 
• Future imports will grow as 

consumption outstrips production in the 
United States, Europe and Asia.   

• Rising natural gas imports will enable 
some countries (especially in Europe) to 
cope better with insecure supplies if their 
markets are connected to diverse supply 
sources.   

• Energy independence or controls on total 
imports may not be the most cost 
effective approach for enabling energy 
security.   

• The long-run natural gas price path will 
move with world crude oil prices over 
the next two decades, although there is 
not a fixed relationship between the two 
energy prices.  

• Modestly higher world economic growth 
or mildly more stringent climate change 
policy restricting coal use will not cause 
large increases in the long-run delivered 
natural gas price.     

• Failure to build a particular liquefied 
natural gas (LNG) facility will not 
seriously harm a well-integrated United 
States or European market with many 
interconnections.  More worrisome 
would be a concerted policy that 
systemically curtailed the construction of 
new plants over an extended period.   

• These newly developed models capture 
the essence of regional competition in 
the world market, provided that the 
analysts adequately incorporate the 
appropriate political and technical 
constraints.   

• Since these models were developed to 
explain competition within the natural 
gas market, they often do not include 
much detail on substitution possibilities 
with other fuels, energy efficiency 
improvements, climate change policy 
and other factors that could significantly 
shift natural gas demand conditions.  As 
a result, they are often used in concert 
with the results from other modeling 
systems that cover these topics. 

 





 

                                                

 

 
Prices and Trade in a Globalizing Natural Gas Market 

 

Introduction: Global Gas Search 
Natural gas use will increase faster than 
other major fossil fuels around the globe 
over the next several decades.  Many 
consider this fuel as a bridge to a more 
environmentally friendly world.  It is 
abundant and produces lower sulfur dioxide, 
nitrous oxide, particulate and carbon dioxide 
emissions relative to oil and coal.  World 
energy markets, however, have pushed 
natural gas prices sharply higher over the 
last several years.  At the same time, 
producers and consumers have had to cope 
with significant price volatility.  Further-
more, major basins are often located in 
remote areas where they are isolated from 
key demand centers. Major investments will 
be required to access these sources and link 
them to the major demand centers through 
an international trading system.  These 
developments underscore the need for an 
international perspective to understand 
future natural gas markets. 
 
Around the globe, consuming markets are 
adjusting to limits on their own resources 
and the need for additional supplies from 
beyond their borders. Domestic natural gas 
production is unlikely to keep pace with 
consumption in many regions with mature 
demand systems and infrastructures like 
North America and Europe. With stable 
domestic production, North American 
industry has aggressively sought new 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) import facilities.  
Russian natural gas interruptions have 
scared European markets, where domestic 
resources are declining.  Official plans of the 
Chinese government call for very rapid 
expansions in their natural gas markets in 

order to consume more natural gas and 
diversify away from coal. 
   
Escalating this trend towards more 
international natural gas trade have been 
some fundamental changes in world oil 
markets and natural gas transportation.  
Higher oil and other fuel prices mean that 
delivered natural gas prices can remain 
relatively high and still be competitive in 
some important applications. Reductions in 
the cost of liquefying, shipping and 
regasifying liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
initially increased the economic return for 
owners of natural gas resources.  Over the 
last two years, however, expanded 
investments have increased these costs. 
 
Significant investments in natural gas 
delivery and processing will be required 
before it becomes the critical bridge fuel 
between today’s carbon-based world and 
tomorrow’s cleaner energy future.  These 
investments require more than stable 
political regimes in producing countries.  
They also need political acceptance within 
consuming countries, where there are 
concerns about the safety of shipping and 
regasifying natural gas that has been 
liquefied at extremely low temperatures      
(-170°C).1  Without these favorable 

 
1 This report does not discuss LNG safety, but results 
from major studies on LNG safety are summarized 
in: (1) Mike Hightower, Louis Gritzo, Anay Luketa-
Hanlin, John Covan, Sheldon Tieszen, Gerry 
Wellman, Mike Irwin, Mike Kaneshige, Brian Melof, 
Charles Morrow, and Don Ragland, Guidance on 
Risk Analysis and Safety Implications of a Large 
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Spill Over Water, 
SANDIA REPORT SAND2004-6258, December 
2004, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185 and 
Livermore, California 94550; (2) Government 
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conditions, natural gas will not become an 
economically attractive energy source for 
many energy-using nations.   
 
One of the main barriers to expanding 
natural gas imports is the renewed call for 
relying upon domestic rather than foreign 
energy in Asia, Europe and North America.  
Energy autonomy that focuses narrowly 
upon reducing total imports rather than 
shifting away from vulnerable sources may 
carry steep costs.   Restricting less-
expensive import supplies would lead to 
higher delivered natural gas prices in the 
importing country, because more expensive 
domestic supplies would be needed.  Higher 
energy costs could dampen economic 
growth, and higher natural gas prices would 
increase carbon dioxide emissions by 
shifting natural gas consumption to coal.    

Study Organization  
In December 2004, Stanford University’s 
Energy Modeling Forum (EMF) organized a 
working group of experts and corporate and 
policy advisors to understand the pending 
globalization of the natural gas business.  
This group met four times to discuss 
evolving market conditions in a structured 
dialogue in order to understand how new 
economic opportunities will change existing 
trade patterns and prices.  Guiding this 
discussion were results for a set of 
standardized scenarios from eleven 
modeling teams.   
 
This summary report highlights the principal 
observations made by the EMF working 
group.  The report focuses on what the 
                                                                         
Accountability Office (GAO) report, Public Safety 
Consequences of a Terrorist Attack on a Tanker 
Carrying Liquefied Natural Gas Need Clarification, 
GAO 07-316, February 2007; and (3) Dr. Phani K. 
Raj, Testimony before the Committee on Homeland 
Security, U.S. House of Representatives on 
“Department of Homeland Security: LNG Tanker 
Security,” March 21, 2007.  

group learned about the markets by 
comparing the different model results.  More 
technical papers by the modeling teams and 
the EMF staff are being planned to discuss 
the models and their detailed results.     
Table 1 lists the modeling teams whose 
results are discussed in this summary report.  
The appendix contains details about the 
models and the design of the scenarios that 
were evaluated. 
 
Transactions to produce, liquefy, ship and 
regasify natural gas are a complicated 
business and are frequently done under long-
term contracts between the parties. Although 
these institutions govern industry behavior 
in the near term, firms will be developing 
and producing the most economical 
incremental sources over the long run.    
 
The models provide a structured framework 
for thinking about new conditions and how 
existing transactions might need to change 
to respond to new incentives.  These results 
are not necessarily forecasts of the most 
likely outcome for this market.  Instead, they 
reveal some issues that will be important if 
the current trend towards more trade and 
globalization should continue.  The study 
also considered alternative scenarios that 
might restrict these trends by limiting 
exports from certain key producing areas. 

Growing Imports  
Internal consumption is expected to outpace 
domestic supplies in many regions and 
particularly in North America and Western 
Europe where the demand systems are more 
mature.  Asian markets will be growing 
rapidly over the next several decades, but 
they are not discussed in this report.  The 
EMF world models that report results for 
Asian countries show very similar patterns 
to the North American and Western 
European trends discussed below.  
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Table 1.  EMF 23 Modeling Teams 

 

Symbol Organization Principal WG Representative(s)

World Models
RITE RITE - Research Institute of Innovative 

Technology for the Earth
Keigo Akimoto

CRA Charles River Associates Skip York
STAT Statistics Norway Eirik Sagen, Knut Rosendahl
SAIC Science Applications International Christopher Ellsworth, Shree Vikas
INGM US Energy Information Adminisration and 

ICF Consulting 
William Pepper, Glen Sweetnam

Rice Rice University Peter Hartley, Ken Medlock

European Models
DIW DIW Berlin (German Institute for Economic 

Research)
Christian von Hirschhausen, Franziska 
Holz 

GASTALE ECN Policy Studies (Energy research Center 
of the Netherlands)

Wietze Lise, Frits van Oostvoorn

CPB CPB, Netherlands Bureau for Economic 
Policy Analysis 

Gijsbert Zwart

- - International Institute for Applied Systems 
Analysis (IIASA) *

Leo Schrattenholzer, Yaroslav Minullin

- - University of Maryland * Stephen Gabriel, Ruud Egging 

North American Models
NEMS US Energy Information Administration Joseph Beneche, James Kendell
NANGAS US Environmental Protection Agency and ICF 

Consulting
Elliot Lieberman, Leonard Crook 

Notes: * Did not submit standardized results for this study.
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Figure 1.  Western European Natural Gas Growth Rates, 2005-2020 (% p.a.) 
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Figure 1 compares the growth rate in total 
natural gas consumption and production in 
Western Europe by model over the 2005-
2020 period.  This particular scenario was 
based upon the reference case evaluated in 
the International Energy Outlook 2006, 
published by the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration, and will be referred to as the 
“reference” case in this report.  These 
patterns are very similar to other projections 
for the other cases considered in this study.   
  
Domestic production either remains stable 
or declines in all models except RITE, 
where it expands by nearly 2 percent per 
year through 2020.  Meanwhile, at the 
anticipated price paths, consumption grows 
by about two percent per year in most 
models. 
 
These same projections portray a very 
similar pattern for the other major 

consuming region, the United States. 
Domestic production appears to grow 
slightly stronger in the United States (Figure 
2) than in Western Europe. Except for STAT 
and RITE, domestic production grows by 
0.6 to 1.5 percent per year through 2020.  
  
These conditions provide incentives for the 
entry of additional pipeline and LNG 
imports into these major markets.  Gas 
market globalization will not emerge 
without new market institutions for 
managing risks.   It will also require massive 
investment and supportive or at least neutral 
policies in both producing and consuming 
countries.  If investment can overcome these 
barriers and reach these levels, tomorrow’s 
market will look fundamentally different 
than today’s industry.   Demand sources will 
compete against each other for “remote” 
supplies.  New supply sources will replace 
existing supplies in critical demand markets.  
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Figure 2.  United States Natural Gas Growth Rates, 2005-2020 (% p.a.)  
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New transportation routes will expand the 
links between regions and reduce price 
differences between regions, thereby 
transforming the relationship between 
regional prices.  Although delivery costs for 
transporting natural gas will prevent 
regional prices from equating with each 
other, new transportation corridors will 
increase the likelihood that these prices will 
move with each other.  Both the timing and 
location of infrastructure will be important.  
Figure 3 represents a high-level summary of 
the Rice Model that captures the regional 
competition among LNG providers included 
in the models.  These models also represent 
long-distance pipeline systems between 
countries that compete against each other as 
well as against the LNG options.    
 
 

Supply Sources for the European 
Market 
In major Asian, European and North 
American markets, LNG trade grows 
substantially faster than total consumption.  
Although Western European LNG imports 
(the dark bar in Figure 4) are relatively small 
compared to domestic production and 
pipeline imports in 2006, its volume 
expands by 2020 in most projections shown 
to the right of the 2006 values, with many 
new supplies originating from the Persian 
Gulf and North Africa.  Due to model 
differences in defining which countries are 
included in Western Europe, the total 
consumption projection for each model in 
this figure shows the 2020 levels indexed to 
current natural gas consumption levels.  
Thus, the estimates compare total 
consumption growth trends across models.   
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 Figure 3  Regional LNG Competition in Models.   

Source: Hartley-Medlock EMF 
Presentation on the Rice Model.

Figure 4.  Western European Supply Sources, 2020 
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Figure 5.  Russian Share (%) of Western European Supply, 2020 
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Pipeline imports (the light bar in Figure 4) 
increase from 2005 levels in most models, 
but frequently grow less than domestic 
supplies and LNG imports by 2020.  
Domestic production (the diagonally-lined 
bar in Figure 4) remains stable or declines 
volumetrically in all projections except 
RITE.2   
 
Europeans have recently been concerned 
about their dependence upon Russian natural 
gas imports, which accounted for almost 
36% of Western Europe’s consumption in 
2004.3  In renegotiating contracts for 
pipeline gas to make Belarus and the 
Ukraine pay market-based prices, Russia 

                                                 
2  Purchases of Norwegian natural gas are imports, 
because Norway is excluded from the definition of 
Europe. 
3 U.S. Energy Information Administration 
(http://www.eia.doe.gov/international/) estimates that 
Russian exports equaled 7.1 trillion cubic feet (TCF) 
and that European consumption was about 19.9 Tcf.  

resorted to sudden supply interruptions.  
Unfortunately, the fears of sudden supply 
shortfalls spread throughout many European 
countries that were dependent on these 
supplies.  Many European countries 
considered Russia’s action as extreme 
measures, indicating that the country could 
use its leverage over energy supplies for 
political objectives.  Policymakers reacted to 
these interruptions by calling for Europe to 
become less dependent upon Russia for its 
natural gas supply.  
  
Competition from North Africa and the 
Persian Gulf in the EMF projections 
prevents Russian exports from expanding 
rapidly in Europe.  By 2020, the projections 
call for the Russian share of the European 
market to be less than 40 percent (Figure 5) 
except for INGM.   Differences between 
models in this figure are partly attributable 
to alternative definitions of which countries 
are included in Europe.  Russian exports 

 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/international/
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Figure 6.  Russian & Persian Gulf Export Growth (% p.a., 2005-2020)  
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remain below current export capacities in 
the DIW model for the reference case. The 
estimates for each year (not depicted) show 
the Russian share relatively constant through 
2015 in most models.  There are some 
increases in Russian shares after 2015, but 
these are very gradual.   
 
Several factors limit the European market’s 
dependence upon Russian supplies.  Many 
models expect relatively high production 
costs to develop new Russian supplies for 
replacing the depletion in existing Russian 
fields. Additionally, existing pipelines 
cannot maintain their gas flows without 
considerable investment and costs, which 
may not materialize due to the unstable legal 
environment in Russia.  As a result, these 
conditions discourage foreign investment in 
both production and pipeline capacity for 
exporting gas from Russia. And finally, 
incentives to earn higher long-term income 

could cause Russia’s national, monopolistic 
firm to set prices above production and 
transmission costs.   
 
The costs of buying Russian natural gas 
remain high, relative to production costs in  
other regions, such as North Africa and the 
Persian Gulf.   Figure 6 underscores these 
regional trends for the models that can track 
the origins and destinations of Persian Gulf 
gas precisely.4 Western-flowing exports 
from the Persian Gulf (towards Europe and 
the United States) grow substantially faster 
than western-flowing exports from Russia 
(into Europe) over the next 15 years.   

                                                 
4 In the Rice model, which is excluded from this 
figure, once the gas leaves the Persian Gulf it 
“mixes” with supply from other sources (at the 
shipping hub) before going on to other locations. 
Tracing the origins and destinations of this natural 
gas is therefore difficult. 
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Supply Sources for the United 
States Market 
Similar dependence upon imports is also 
evident for the United States.  LNG imports, 
often from Trinidad or West Africa, increase 
more than domestic supplies or pipeline 
imports, as shown in Figure 7.  As with the 
chart for the European market, this figure 
calibrates the total 2020 consumption results 
to current total consumption.  LNG imports 
grow substantially in all projections over the 
next 15 years, reaching as high as 15% of 
the total market by 2020.  These imports 
supplant the projected decline in pipeline 
gas from Canada.  The average projection 
calls for LNG imports to grow by 7% 
annually over 2005-2020 period, compared 
to the 1.5% yearly growth in total 
consumption.   
 

Market Resiliency  
When demand conditions become gradually 
stronger or supplies become gradually more 
restricted, the long-run price path in the 
natural gas market will move higher in order 
to restore a balance between supply and 
demand conditions. If these new conditions 
cause the long-run price path to move 
permanently higher, firms will have more 
incentives to invest in new supplies and 
natural gas users will replace consumption 
with other fuels or energy-efficiency 
improvements.  As shown in Figure 8, this 
adjustment is quite different from the price 
volatility caused by near-term fluctuations in 
weather, inventories, major storms or 
sudden export restrictions.  When the 
change in the price path is relatively 
moderate and anticipated well in advance, 
markets can be considered resilient, because 
they are recovering without major 
adjustments in their long-run price path.   
 
Supply diversification in major demand 
regions makes natural gas markets much 

more resilient in the longer run. If Russian 
exports are restricted for whatever reason, 
the European price path will rise, because 
Russian supplies are important for this 
market.  If supply replacements are limited, 
and the changes are unanticipated so 
adjustments cannot occur in advance, the 
price hike could be steep before demand can 
adjust to the new conditions.  In contrast, the 
price path would increase much more 
modestly if Europe had more advanced 
warning of the impending shift in supply 
and had opportunities to increase its imports 
from other regions like the Persian Gulf or 
North Africa.  More natural gas 
transportation corridors filtering into an end-
use market will often increase the market’s 
flexibility to respond.  A critical factor 
behind this adjustment will be how much 
consumers and other exporters of natural gas 
will respond to a given price change.  The 
greater the response, the more resilient will 
be the market.  
 
The working group considered various shifts 
in market conditions that are likely to place 
upward pressure on delivered prices over the 
longer run.  Shorter-run factors over several 
months or the next few years could cause 
observed natural gas prices to oscillate 
around these trends in a more pronounced 
manner.  One case restricted export capacity 
from Russia to current levels and those 
under construction.  The restrictions could 
represent some combination of high 
production costs, problems in transmission 
capacity, expanded internal natural gas 
consumption, or government policy.  A 
second case represented similar restrictions 
on export capacity from the Persian Gulf 
region.  A third case represented much more 
severe supply limitations by simultaneously 
restricting export capacity from both regions 
but allowing exports from other regions like 
North and West Africa and Australia.  A 
fourth  case  restricted  the  building  of  new  
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Figure 7.  United States Supply Sources, 2020 
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Figure 9.  Delivered United States Price Increase, 2020 (% from Reference) 
  

LNG liquefaction capacity in producing 
countries, a development that significantly 
curtails additional international trade in 
LNG. 
 
A fifth case allowed world natural gas use to 
grow more rapidly in each region.  The new 
higher demand levels are 4.1 percent higher 
than in the reference case by 2020 and 7.0 
percent higher by 2030.  These new demand 
conditions could represent either stronger 
world economic growth or tighter climate 
change controls, such as higher emissions 
fees or more restrictive coal-use policies.   
 
Figure 9 summarizes how delivered U.S. 
prices, reported for 2020 after adjusting for 
inflation, might respond to these long-run 
market shifts.   If there is no bar shown in 
the figure, the model did not simulate the 
indicated case.  Most projections reveal that 
long-run prices would not exceed the 

reference price level by more than 10 
percent, and these differences were often 
less than 5 percent.  The LNG constraints 
generally had the largest effect, and they 
appear substantially larger in the CRA and 
the NANGAS models than in the other 
projections.  These price adjustments are 
more modest than the near-term price 
volatility observed in the current market, 
because they occur over a much longer 
period and are anticipated in advance. 
 
The results from the higher-demand scenario 
are particularly interesting, because an 
expansion in natural gas use around the 
globe could reduce carbon dioxide 
emissions and other pollutants if it replaced 
coal use.5  Expansions of 4 percent or less in 

                                                 
5 The Rice model did not simulate the high-demand 
case because it was difficult to change the economic 
growth rate of each country as specified by the 
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Figure 10.  Delivered Western European Price Increase, 2020 (% from Reference)  

world natural gas consumption levels could 
be accommodated with modest escalation in 
the long-run natural gas price path.  In five 
of the six models, natural gas prices would 
rise by 3.9 to 6.6 percent relative to the 
reference path in 2020.  The markets appear 
to be relatively resilient to gradual increases 
in natural gas use over the next several 
decades.  But, as higher demand conditions 
stimulate wellhead prices around the world, 
import projects will have to pay higher 
netback prices for sources previously 
considered “remote” and inexpensive. 
   
The effects of these conditions on European 
prices are also relatively modest for the most 
part, as highlighted in Figure 10.   Of 

                                                                         
common input assumptions for this case.  This model 
projects economic growth based upon long-run 
convergence between high and low income countries 
rather than using exogenous growth rates for each 
country.   

particular interest are the estimates from the 
high-demand case, where demand 
conditions are 4 percent higher due to more 
economic growth or tighter controls on 
carbon emissions.  The long-run price path 
increases by 1.1 to 5.7 percent above 
reference case levels in six of the seven 
models.  As in the case of the United States, 
the liquefaction constraints frequently have 
the largest price impact.  They raise prices 
by 10-15 percent above the reference path in 
three models (CPB, CRA and INGM).  
    
Market resiliency appears similar in these 
two markets.  The European markets have 
more channels for importing supplies from 
neighboring producing regions, but the 
United States market pulls significant 
volumes from many different supply sources 
interconnected by an extensive North 
American pipeline infrastructure. 
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A general observation from these results is 
that these alternative conditions cause 
modest changes in the long-run delivered 
price path in each regional market.  This 
increased market resiliency is derived from 
the response of consumers and producers to 
price changes (including anticipated changes 
in some models) and is linked directly to the 
new avenues for trading natural gas in a 
more global market.  Except for the 
restrictive LNG constraint case, the long-run 
price paths shown in Figures 9 and 10 are 
not changed very much, although 
considerable price volatility is likely to 
persist around these trends.  The LNG 
restrictions cause larger price changes, 
because these conditions remove more 
export capacity of a supply source that is 
usually more responsive to price than many 
of the other sources.  

Constraints on LNG Trade 
The constraints on future LNG trade 
represent a particularly important set of 
conditions, because a number of factors 
could limit its expansion.  Investment in 
liquefaction infrastructure in producing 
countries constitutes between 50 and 70 
percent of the total LNG infrastructure costs.  
It will continue only if political stability and 
contractual rights provide long-term 
incentives for investors. In order to test the 
models’ responses, the modeling teams 
implemented this scenario as a constraint on 
all new liquefaction facilities where 
construction has yet to begin. Since they do 
not represent liquefaction facilities in 
producing regions, the few North American 
models imposed these constraints on 
regasification terminals.  This approach 
raised prices in North America while 
restricting LNG supply, much like the 
liquefaction constraints would.    
 

By limiting total supplies into each market, 
the LNG constraints raise prices above their 
reference paths.  The U.S. delivered price 
increases by 3 to 25 percent above the 
reference path by 2020 in this case, as 
shown previously in Figure 9.  Although 
these estimates are useful summaries for 
describing a global restriction on new LNG 
projects, they do not adjust for the size of 
the import restriction in each consuming 
market.  Some models may represent the no-
LNG-growth conditions as having more 
serious effects than other models, depending 
upon the expected underlying conditions in a 
consuming market.  Moreover, the scenario 
results may be more useful for 
decisionmakers if the results were expressed 
relative to the size of the restriction in each 
consuming market. 
 
Figure 11 measures the price deviation in 
this case relative to the reported size of the 
restriction, measured as the ratio of the 
reduction in LNG supplies in the US market 
to the total U.S. consumption level in the 
reference case.  A one percent change in 
total supply in the 2006 market would 
represent a 0.22 trillion cubic feet (Tcf) per 
year reduction in LNG supplies, because 
total U.S. consumption is approximately 22 
Tcf.  The results for five of the six models 
suggest that each one percent decline in 
LNG availability (relative to total market 
consumption) will increase delivered natural 
gas prices by 0.3 to 1.1 percent by 2020.   A 
representative response for the group of six 
models might be 0.8 percent. Half show a 
larger response and the other half show a 
smaller response.  This general pricing rule 
applies to restrictions of LNG supply that do 
not exceed the amount of LNG lost in this 
particular case—generally 10 or 15 percent 
of the total U.S. market.   
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Figure 11.  United States Price Increase (%) in 2020 Due to LNG Constraints   
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This price effect is a long-run response and 
assumes that the LNG volumes supply an 
area that is well connected with the rest of 
the U.S. market.  Price impacts could be 
larger for shorter periods or for markets that 
lack the integration with the larger pipeline 
system.   
  
The price response does more than simply 
reduce the extra demand resulting from the 
lost LNG supplies.  It also encourages more 
domestic and pipeline supplies to partially 
replace the lost LNG in the market. It would 
be incorrect to evaluate LNG restrictions by 
considering the demand adjustments alone.  
This approach would overstate the required 
price response by excluding the additional 
offsetting effects from increased production 
and pipeline supplies. 
 
This figure organizes the models by a 
measure of their market resiliency, based 
upon the projections in two other cases – the 

scenario combining constraints on Russia 
and the Persian Gulf and the high-demand 
scenario.6  If consumption changes strongly 
as price increases in these two scenarios, 
similar results are expected in a third 
scenario that imposes LNG constraints.   
Under these conditions, smaller price 
increases are needed to restore the market 
balance between supply and demand. 
Models with greater resiliency, or 
consumption changes per one percent 
increase in price, are shown on the left side 
of the chart, while those with less resiliency 
are collected on the right side.   

                                                 
6 Appendix B discusses the resiliency index and 
compares estimates for Europe and North America 
for each model. It combines the responses of both 
natural gas producers and consumers.  Resiliency is 
closely aligned to what economists term “price 
elasticity,” although the latter term strictly means that 
all other factors are held constant.  Some other 
factors may be changing in computing the resiliency 
index.   
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Figure 12.  Western European Price Increase (%) in 2020 with LNG Constraints 
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The figure shows that greater resiliency, as 
measured from two other cases, reduces the 
price impact in the restricted LNG case for 
the models on the left. Similarly, models on 
the right side have less general market 
resiliency and also higher price impacts in 
the constrained LNG case.   The model 
responses are not arranged exactly in 
accordance with this indicator of market 
responses, because other factors are also 
important.  For example, LNG supplies are 
more responsive to prices in all models than 
are domestic supplies.  When these LNG 
supplies are removed from the market, 
prices will need to adjust more in the 
restricted LNG case than in the other cases 
used for developing the market resiliency 
indicators.   
 
A similar chart is shown in Figure 12 for the 
Western European price increases for 2020 
in response to the LNG constraints.  The 

range for the European results is wider than 
that for the United States results.  Even 
excluding the models with the largest and 
smallest responses, the long-run price path 
increases by 0.1 to 1.7 percent above the 
reference level for every one percent 
increase in lost LNG imports (relative to 
total European consumption). A 
representative response for the group of six 
models is 0.8 percent, which is similar to the 
previous U.S. results.  Half show a larger 
response and the other half show a smaller 
response.  The Western European market is 
approximately the same size as the United 
States market in the projections.  As a result, 
a reduction of one percent in total natural 
gas consumption will be approximately the 
same volume in these two consuming 
regions. 
 
This chart organizes the models by the 
market resiliency response observed for the 
European markets, with the more resilient
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models to the left.   The seven models are 
ordered generally as expected, with the 
higher price impacts registering for the 
models with less market resiliency on the 
right.   

Expanding Natural Gas Markets 
The conditions of the high-demand case also 
reveal important information for 
decisionmakers.  Faster world economic 
growth or tighter controls on pollution and 
greenhouse gas emissions could encourage 
more use of natural gas in many different 
countries.  If these demand pressures cause 
natural gas prices to rise considerably, 
natural gas may not be as cost competitive 
for firms seeking to reduce their emissions.  
As was the case with the LNG constraints, 
the price response to these high-demand 
conditions may be more meaningful if they 
are standardized by expressing them relative 
to each one percent shift in natural gas 
demand that was assumed for this scenario.  
  
Figure 13 shows these standardized 
responses for U.S. delivered price in 2020 
for each model.  The responses are relatively 
robust across the different models.  The U.S. 
delivered price path rises by 0.9 to 1.6 
percent for each one percent shift in natural 
gas demand.  A representative response for 
the group of models would be an increase of 
1.2 percent in the U.S. delivered price.  Half 
of the models show a larger response and 
half indicate a smaller response.  These 
relationships are based upon a scenario that 
allowed demand to shift by 4 percent in 
2020.  They may not be appropriate for 
larger shifts. 
 
The price response incorporates several 
different market adjustments.  Price 
increases will do more than expand 
production; they will also curtail demand in 
other sectors that are not expanding. It is 
incorrect to estimate the price response 

based only upon the additional production 
available at the higher price.  This approach 
would overstate the price response by 
excluding the offsetting effects from 
demand. 
 
Figure 14 shows a comparable figure for 
2020 delivered prices in Western Europe.  
Although the range is wider than for the 
U.S. prices, a representative response for the 
group of models would be an increase of 0.8 
percent in the European delivered price for 
each one percent shift in natural gas demand 
conditions.  Half of the models show a 
larger response and half indicate a smaller 
response.   

Prices and Contracts 
Past contracts have usually specified future 
natural gas prices to cover up-front costs and 
reduce the risks associated with capital 
dedicated to a particular project.  These 
contracts may link delivered natural gas 
prices directly to oil prices at the time the 
contract is negotiated, under the premise that 
the cost of many different substitute fuels 
will move with the petroleum price.   During 
the contract, prices may change to reflect 
changed market conditions, but any price 
adjustments are often delayed and are 
gradual rather than instantaneous.  Such 
contracted prices are attractive for 
mitigating risks when regional markets 
operate relatively independently of each 
other.  
  
The interim phase will be largely dominated 
by contractual arrangements covering the 
entire supply chain from the wellhead to the 
end user.  As the infrastructure for the 
market is more fully developed, however, 
occasional shipments will be diverted in 
response to arbitrage opportunities.  
Already, LNG tankers have been pushed 
across the Atlantic during occasions when 
European  storage was  relatively full.   Over 
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 Figure 13.  United States Price Increase (%) in 2020 Due to Higher Demand 
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Figure 14.  Western European Price Increase (%) in 2020 Due to Higher Demand 
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time, the infrastructure will develop to the 
point where the LNG market will become a 
blend of contract and spot shipments, and 
the LNG shipments will facilitate arbitrage 
in international natural gas markets. 
 
With today’s widening trading 
opportunities, the costs of operating only 
through contracts with targeted price levels 
become more obvious and binding.   
Industry participants realize that they can 
move gas volumes between markets to earn 
higher netback prices.  Diverting their 
cargoes in this way influences gas prices 
across regions.  Gas prices follow gas trade 
set by competitive conditions, resulting in a 
much more integrated market.  Current 
market developments seem to indicate that 
firms buying gas will search for ways to 
limit their dependence on artificial price 
targets, especially when these levels have 
little to do with the costs of competitive 
fuels.  Contracting will evolve to allow more 
flexible pricing that will require project 
sponsors to either manage their risks with 
financial instruments or assume more 
market risk.   
 
Today’s market reflects a mixture of these 
practices.  Asian transactions frequently link 
contract prices to oil prices with a relatively 
simple formula.  European contracts have 
often used oil-linked prices, but flexible 
prices have slowly been replacing contract-
specified prices as natural gas trade has 
expanded across the Atlantic Ocean.  
Contracts seem to have their least effect on 
long-run price levels in the North American 
market, where gas prices need to reflect 
market conditions if these volumes are to be 
sold.  Over time, the Atlantic Basin is likely 
to suffer fewer logistical bottlenecks than in 
the Pacific market, thereby providing better 
overall project economics over the next 
decade.  

Prices and Market Conditions  
Even though firms will continue to use long-
term contracts, spot gas prices will become 
more important in setting the industry’s 
market price.  The models search for long-
run price paths that will balance supply and 
demand conditions across many different 
regions.  When imbalances begin to develop 
in one region, natural gas trade will 
eventually reallocate volumes and prices 
will adjust. These market prices will 
increasingly reflect the competition between 
natural gas and other fuel types.  
 
The models focus on long-run price paths 
for natural gas and LNG rather than near-
term price fluctuations around these trends.  
Crude oil prices are an important 
determinant of these long-run price trends in 
these models.  Other research conducted by 
participants in this EMF study has 
documented the evidence for linking natural 
gas and petroleum prices.7  If weather, 
storage, hurricanes and other short-term 
events cause natural gas prices to depart 
temporarily from petroleum prices, market 
forces have tended to bring the two fuel 
prices back towards each other after several 
months. 
 
This relationship is subtle and does not 
mean that natural gas prices will remain a 
fixed percent of crude oil prices.  Market 

                                                 
7 Stephen P. A. Brown and Mine K. Yücel, “What 
Drives Natural Gas Prices?” Research Department, 
Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, working paper, 
February 2007; and Peter Hartley, Kenneth B. 
Medlock III, and Jennifer Rosthal, “The Relationship 
between Crude Oil and Natural Gas Prices,” Baker 
Institute, Rice University, working paper, 2007.  
Another good source on international natural gas 
prices is Anne Neumann, “Transatlantic Natural Gas 
Price Convergence - Is LNG Doing Its Job?” 
Globalization of Natural Gas Markets Working 
Papers WP-GG-20, German Institute for Economic 
Research  and Dresden University of Technology, 
2007. 
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forces can vary in different countries and 
across different seasons.  As a result, natural 
gas in different countries and seasons will be 
competing against a continuum of different 
fuels with a range of prices.  When low-cost 
supplies are relatively abundant, the 
additional production will not be sold unless 
natural gas competes against lower-cost 
petroleum products and other less-expensive 
fuels.    When low-cost supplies are 
relatively scarce, the available natural gas 
production will be too valuable to compete 
against these same fuels.   Instead, it will be 
priced closer to the cost of higher-valued 
and cleaner petroleum products and other 
expensive energy. 
 
Oil and gas prices will be related because 
the costs of the major competitive fuels - 
coal, electricity, and different petroleum 
products - will all move higher as crude oil 
prices increase.  Oil has been sold for 
decades in international markets, where it is 
the most widely traded fuel that often 
influences prices in other energy markets.  
In addition, there are important ways that 
natural gas and petroleum compete directly 
with each other: 
• Petroleum refineries often use the least-

cost fuel available from domestic oil and 
gas production;  

• Fertilizer and other chemical industries 
have traditionally used natural gas in the 
United States but petroleum in other 
countries where oil prices are more 
competitive; 

• Oil and natural gas production share 
common inputs, such as skilled labor 
and drilling equipment, the cost of which 
will rise for both fuels when the oil price 
increases; and   

• Energy companies will be encouraged to 
develop gas-to-liquid (GTL) facilities for 
making diesel from natural gas resources 
if natural gas prices should fall 

substantially below petroleum product 
prices.   

Although the market has lost much of its 
immediate short-term switching capacity 
between natural gas and residual fuel oil 
within the same plant, companies can still 
substitute fuels by operating different plants 
under their ownership.  This lost switching 
capacity within each plant does not 
influence the economy’s long-term potential 
for substituting fuels and determining prices.   

Regional Prices 
Figure 15 compares the average United 
States delivered price for all models except 
SAIC, which reports only the wellhead 
price.  These prices are adjusted for inflation 
and have been expressed in terms of their 
2005 levels (as a percent).  Rapid near-term 
supply growth from expanded LNG trade, 
accentuated by the price decrease over 2005-
2006, leads to a price decline around 2010, 
but demand growth quickly absorbs the 
excess capacity of currently planned projects 
and causes prices to recover.  Natural gas 
prices continue to increase after 2010, 
tracking the trend in the scenario’s assumed 
crude oil price path, which is shown as the 
blue-gray line with open circles.8   
 
Figure 16 shows that the average Western 
European delivered price behaves similarly, 
with some price recovery after 2010.  Prices 
eventually increase above their 2005 level in 
later years in several models.  Tighter 
environmental controls in Europe force 
prices to start separating from other regional 
prices in the CRA projection.  More severe 
climate change controls and larger fees for 
greenhouse  gas  emissions cause natural gas  

                                                 
8  The figure emphasizes the trend in prices rather 
than their levels relative to the oil price level.  Direct 
comparison between natural gas and crude oil prices 
in this figure is not possible because prices are 
referenced to their 2005 level rather than expressed 
as levels.   
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Figure 15.  United States Price (% 2005 Level) 
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Figure 16.  Western European Price (% 2005 Level) 
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in this model’s projection to compete against 
higher-price coal gasification and carbon-
sequestration technologies.  The 2006 
International Energy Outlook, which served 
as the basis for the EMF reference case, did 
not assume that the United States committed 
to a major climate change policy.  The effect 
of changing this assumption would lead to 
higher prices across regions, for reasons 
analogous to the EMF high-demand case.  
  
The CPB, GASTALE and DIW projections 
reflect European markets that are not as 
competitive as their US counterparts.  
Russian, Norwegian and Algerian suppliers 
to this market restrict their production to 
keep prices above actual costs.  The latter 
two models (GASTALE and DIW) also 
incorporate the influence of major firms 
within each European country. Infrastructure 
bottlenecks and poor regulatory coordination 
between European countries restrict the flow 
of gas between countries and protect the 
major firms within each country from 
outside competition.  Under these 
conditions, companies have incentives to 
earn more profits by restricting volume and 
charging higher prices.  Although 
governments may impose regulatory review 
to limit the extent of these profits, European 
delivered prices generally exceed the 
competitive costs of the available gas.   
 
The two lowest price projections in Figure 
16 refer to global models (RICE, INGM) 
that do not incorporate either binding 
climate change constraints or monopolistic 
exporters and European firms. These 
projections assume that, with expanding 
trade, protected firms providing gas to 
Europe would lose their ability to price their 
natural gas significantly above costs.  The 
adjustment speed for this transition towards 
a global competitive market will depend 
upon political and institutional factors and 

will not be governed by market conditions 
alone.   
 
Simulations with several European models 
suggest that strategic behavior could be 
setting prices as much as 30 percent higher 
than competitive levels.  The ultimate effect 
depends upon the degree of competition or 
strategic behavior and the choice of 
countries.  GASTALE indicated that 
extreme strategic behavior could be setting 
European prices approximately 30% higher 
than competitive conditions for all periods 
over the 2005 – 2030 horizon.9  In 
simulations prepared for this study, the DIW 
model produced similar effects, where 
European prices averaged about 37% higher 
over the 2010-2030 period with strategic 
behavior.  In other simulations prepared for 
this study, the University of Maryland’s 
EGM model estimated a lower effect on 
prices - 11% higher in 2004 and 5% higher 
in 2011 - for the European 15 nations, 
although considerably larger impacts were 
estimated for a broader definition of Europe 
that included more countries.  Both the DIW 
and EGM projections display less market 
power in later years when demand is more 
responsive to price. 
 
Delivered prices need not equate across 
regions in a  global,  integrated  market,  but 

                                                 
9 Wietze Lise and Benjamin F. Hobbs, "Security of 
Supply in the Liberalised European Gas Market: 
Simulation Results With The Dynamic GASTALE 
Model," 7th IAEE European Energy Conference, 
Bergen, Norway, 2005.  This analysis compared a 
relatively strong form of imperfect competition (a full 
Cournot strategy) with pure competition.  Europe was 
comprised of two regions, the EU15 nations and 
Eastern Europe.  Similar estimates ranging from 27-
35 percent for 2010-2030 were obtained in Wietze 
Lise, Benjamin F. Hobbs and Frits van Oostvoorn, 
"Natural Gas Corridors Among EU and its Main 
Suppliers: Simulation Results With the Dynamic 
GASTALE Model,” IAEE 2006 Conference 
Proceedings, Potsdam (Germany), ECN-M--06-083, 
June, 2006. 
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Figure 17.  European-United States Price Ratio (%) 
Delivered Prices for All Models except SAIC (wellhead prices)
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they will move together.  If European 
demand should rise, European prices will 
increase. As North America users compete 
with European demand for gas in the 
Atlantic basin, they will not remain 
competitive unless they also pay a higher 
price.   
 
Figure 17 reveals the relatively stable 
relationship between European and United 
States delivered prices in the global models.  
Europe frequently enjoys a lower delivered 
price than the United States, because 
transport costs for many LNG routes are 
usually lower for Europe.    As a result, 
Europe may be able to outbid North 
America at the netback for LNG supplies, 
especially from sources in the Middle East. 
As discussed previously, the CRA projection 
is different because constraints created by a 
more active European climate change policy 
cause a separation between the two markets. 
 

These price patterns can be achieved only if 
market participants reallocate their gas flows 
efficiently.  North American projects along 
the Atlantic Ocean will be taking more 
supplies from liquefaction terminals in 
Trinidad and Western Africa rather than 
shipping supplies from the Persian Gulf.  
European markets are likely to depend more 
upon supplies from North Africa and the 
Persian Gulf.  Asian markets may attract 
some LNG from the Persian Gulf, although 
Australian supplies will also be an important 
source.  Distance between producing and 
consuming markets and the shapes and 
locations of the continents and oceans 
determine the shipping costs.  In many 
situations, lower shipping costs tend to favor 
north-south rather than east-west flows for 
LNG trade.   

Market Power and Prices  
An important geopolitical issue concerns 
whether major producing countries have 
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Figure 18.  Effect of Russian Strategic Behavior on Europe (%) 
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incentives to reduce gas exports to raise 
prices above competitive production costs 
and earn higher incomes.  If demand and 
other supply regions fail to respond strongly 
to these higher prices, the incentives for 
strategic strategies increase. Having this 
incentive, however, does not necessarily 
mean that these major producing countries 
will embark upon such a strategy.  
 
The models in this study often represent 
different degrees of regional competition 
and hence provide different answers to 
whether certain countries can be successful 
in adopting strategies towards the nations 
that import their natural gas.  Several models 
in the study simulated cases that altered the 
strategy of Russia towards her exports.  The 
CPB model changed its reference case 
assumptions to have Russia act 
competitively rather than as a monopolist. 
The Rice model did the reverse by having 

Russia act strategically rather than 
competitively, as in its reference case.  
  
Rather than simulating a cartel or monopoly 
owner of natural gas resources directly, the 
Rice model considered a case where Russia 
adopts a two-tiered pricing approach for its 
natural gas.  This policy raises the required 
rate of return on investment in all export 
projects and operates like a tariff on all 
export routes, shifting natural gas from 
exports to the internal Russian market. 
Prices fall within Russia while they rise in 
the export markets.  Although this policy 
does not necessarily yield a strategy that 
maximizes the profits earned by Russia, it 
represents a set of conditions where Russia 
increases its export income.  
  
Restricting the growth of exports makes 
Russian gas more expensive to consumers 
outside of Russia.  Figure 18 indicates that 
the European delivered price path generally 
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increases and European consumption 
declines, relative to their reference paths.  
Much of the difference between the two 
models represents the amount of 
competition against Russian exports in the 
two models.   
 
The Rice price and consumption paths 
indicate relatively little movement from 
their competitive levels than do the CPB 
estimates.  Prices do not increase by more 
than 0.5% in the Rice model for most years 
before 2030.  Other supply sources from 
North Africa and the Persian Gulf replace 
the restricted Russian exports relatively 
easily in this model, provided that these 
other suppliers correctly anticipate Russia’s 
behavior.  Although CPB also includes 
competition from other producers that limits 
Russia’s market power, this competition is 
not as intense and market conditions allow 
more market power to be exercised.  Not 
shown are the price impacts for the United 
States, which are negligible through 2020 in 
the Rice model and approximately half the 
European price increases by 2030.  
  
Separate simulations by the University of 
Maryland EGM model showed that natural 
gas volumes would have been 4% lower and 
delivered prices 11% higher under 2004 
market conditions for the European Union 
15 nations.  The same volumes would have 
been 1% lower and prices would have been 
2% higher by 2011.  Some individual 
countries, especially those closest to Russia, 
would have experienced substantially larger 
effects. 
 
These estimates do not consider Russia’s 
ability to influence prices in the near term 
before new supply sources can be redirected 
to provide competition.  Until these 
additional corridors for replacing Russian 
exports are established, individual European 
countries will depend upon Russia for 

critical natural gas supplies.  This situation 
explains why many countries want to 
diversify their supply outlook.   
 
Even with limited long-run market power, 
Russia could cooperate with several Persian 
Gulf countries with large reserves (e.g., Iran 
and Qatar) to restrict supplies.10  More than 
half of the world’s natural gas resource base 
for providing future production is 
concentrated in three countries—Russia, 
Iran and Qatar—and expansions in these 
supplies are expected in a globalizing 
market.  Once again, having the incentive to 
restrict exports does not necessarily mean 
that these countries can easily organize a 
cartel.    Iran and Qatar may have different 
demands for energy export revenues than 
Russia, because they have a much more 
youthful and rapidly growing population.  
Cartel behavior is possible, but it also raises 
a number of serious challenges among the 
participating nations.    

Imports, Dependence and 
Resiliency: A Conclusion 
Expanding natural gas trade would 
transform the industry and energy markets 
over the next few decades.  Increased 
imports would keep the price of a relatively 
clean fuel competitive with many other 
energy sources in the major demand centers 
in the United States, Europe and Asia. To 
the extent that these trends replace coal and 
other fossil fuels, these developments would 
mitigate global climate change and improve 
the air quality in many countries.   
 
New corridors for delivering gas would 
diversify supplies within a demand region.  
Expanding these trading opportunities would 
                                                 
10 The modelers did not simulate such a case.  
Although the international models with multiple 
regions have the potential to evaluate the effects of a 
gas-exporting cartel, it was not possible to implement 
this case without further model development.   
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be particularly valuable to regions that have 
become dependent on supplies whose 
availability can be restricted and whose 
price can be manipulated.  Rising imports do 
not harm a nation’s energy security if they 
provide market flexibility and insurance 
against insecure supplies.   
 
This study evaluated the long-run 
implications of several scenarios 
incorporating changes in world demand and 
export restrictions on Russian, Persian Gulf 
and LNG supplies.  Except for the LNG 
constraints, the price path changed only 
modestly.  The main reason for this result is 
that the scenarios assumed significant 
infrastructure building in natural gas export 
capacity in all unconstrained producing 
regions.   The extent to which market prices 
can return back to the reference price path 
can be considered market resiliency.   

Although models displayed a wide range of 
market resiliency, they tend to share the 
common perspective that expanding 
international transportation corridors 
between regions dampens the long-run shifts 
in the natural gas price path as underlying 
conditions change. 
 
The LNG constraint has a somewhat 
different effect.  More models indicated that 
prices would rise more under these 
conditions than with the other constraints or 
demand increases.  Much of this difference 
reflects the representation of LNG supply 
sources in the models.  Frequently, they are 
one of the more price-responsive supply 
sources over the long run.  Removal of these 
supplies decreases the revealed market 
resiliency and shifts the long-run price path 
more.    
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Appendix A: EMF Study Design 
 

Table A-1 compares the EMF 23 models 
along several key characteristics.  World 
models are shown at the top, followed by 
European and North American models.  At 
the bottom are shown two models that did 
not report standardized results for the model 
comparison but whose results contributed to 
the group’s discussion.  Although the 
models reported results for different years 
and frequency, most teams could report 
estimates by five-year increments through 
2020.   
 
All the models represent supply and demand 
conditions separately.  Supply conditions 
show how production changes with the price 
level for any particular resource base 
depending upon its depth and geological 
conditions.  Demand conditions show how 
consumption changes with the price level, 
holding constant factors like economic 
growth, other fuel prices and weather.  
Pipeline and LNG infrastructure capacity are 
allowed to expand to show the possible 
transmission corridors that are 
economically, technically and politically 
viable.  Market prices must cover the costs 
of both transportation and production.   
 
In their simulations, the models combine 
this separate supply and demand information 
to determine a market price path that allows 
production and imports to balance 
consumption in each year.  Most models are 
solving simultaneously for market-clearing 
prices in a number of regions.  Some models 
use a programming approach (with linear or 
nonlinear functions) to solve for these 
prices.  Other models use special, general-
equilibrium algorithms to solve for multi-
equilibria conditions for many regions.  
Furthermore, many European models allow 
market participants like Russian producers 
or European wholesalers to restrict supplies 
to keep price levels consistently above 
competitive costs.   

Since these models were developed to 
explain natural gas market developments, 
few provide much detail on substitution 
possibilities with other fuels.  Rice is an 
exception, and most other models are often 
simulated by carefully coordinating with 
other energy models that cover more energy 
sources.  More detailed demand analysis 
focusing on specific end-use sectors and 
their energy-efficiency improvements and 
on competition with other fuels would 
require models with richer development in 
their demand structures.  This issue becomes 
important when climate change policies are 
to be simulated.   
 
Dynamic linkages between current and 
future market conditions can also be 
important.  Reserves and resources that are 
used today are not available for future use, if 
resource depletion is important.  Technical 
change can shift future opportunities to 
produce and consume natural gas.  And 
finally, expectations about future conditions 
can be very different in the various models.  
Some models represent expectations as 
being forward looking and consistent with 
the model’s prediction about future prices.  
Other models base expectations about price 
on current conditions.  These differences are 
shown in the table as well.   (See also EMF 
Working Paper 23.1, available on the EMF 
website, for further explanations for the 
different models). 
 
Table A-2 provides the key assumptions for 
each case.  EMF Working Paper 23.2 
discusses these cases and their assumptions 
in more detail.  The first four constrained-
supply cases allow 2005 volumes in addition 
to any production from facilities that are 
already under construction.  In practice, 
modelers adopted a range of approaches for 
implementing these supply cases, including 
constraints on export capacity, constraints 
on export supplies, or raising the transporta-
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tion costs for the projects that are being 
limited.  Due to the inability to implement 
the same instrument, these cases did not 
impose the same constraint on all models.   
 
Most modelers implemented the high-
demand case as specified.  Since most 
models work directly with natural gas 
demand, they increased their baseline 
demand conditions (quantity at any price) by 
0.27 percent per year.  At this rate, the 
natural gas demand level is 4.1 percent 
higher than the reference case in 2020 and 
7.0 percent higher by 2030.  The lower 
Chinese demand growth reduced the growth 
rate of natural gas demand in that country by 
0.5 percent per year below the baseline rate.   
 
Most teams did not simulate the Russian 
monopoly case.  The European models 
assumed that Russia already adopted a simi-

lar strategy in their reference case.  
Restricting Russian exports further to be 
under their current export capacities did not 
appear to be a relevant scenario. The results 
from the two-tier Russian pricing case 
conducted by the Rice team and reported in 
the report are contained in the EMF database 
as the modeler choice scenario.  In addition, 
the CPB case with more competitive 
Russian conditions is also included as the 
modeler choice scenario in that database. 
 
The 2006 International Energy Outlook 
from the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration provided the reference case.  
Inflation-adjusted crude oil prices after 2030 
were increased by 1 percent per year.  World 
economic growth and natural gas demand 
growth increased at the same rate as they did 
prior to 2030. 
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Table A-1:  Brief Description of EMF 23 Models 

Model Developer
Geographic 
Coverage

Reporting Period 
and Frequency Model Type

Basis for 
Expectations

1. DNE21+ Model Research Institute for 
Innovative Technology for 
the Earth (RITE)

World 2005 - 2050 in five-
year periods

Linear Programming Forward-looking

2. World Natural Gas Model CRA International World 2005 - 2020 annually General Equilibrium Current conditions

3. FRISBEE Statistics Norway World 2000 - 2050 Supply-Demand Equilibrium Current conditions

4. WLNG SAIC World LNG 2005-2020 Linear Programming Current conditions
5. International Natural Gas 

Model (INGM)
ICF and EIA World 2006 - 2030 annually Linear Programming Current conditions

6. Rice World Gas Trade 
Model (RWGTM)

Rice University World 2002 - 2050 General Equilibrium Forward-looking

7. GASMOD DIW Berlin Europe 2003 - 2030 Gaming model with imperfect 
competition

Current conditions

8. Gas Market System for 
Trade Analysis in a 
Liberalizing Europe 
(GASTALE)

Energy Research Centre of 
the Netherlands (ECN)

Europe 2000 - 2030 in five 
year periods

Gaming model with imperfect 
competition

Current conditions
(investment rule is 
forward-looking)

9. NATGAS CPB, Netherlands Bureau 
for Economic Policy 
Analysis 

Europe 2000 - 2050 in five 
year periods

Gaming model with imperfect 
competition

Forward-looking

10. National Energy Modeling 
System (NEMS)

EIA United States 2005 - 2030 annually Supply-Demand Equilibrium Current conditions
(in gas supply 
modules)

11. North American Natural 
Gas Analysis System 
(NANGAS)

ICF and EPA North America 2003 - 2025 annually Linear Programming Forward-looking

12. Model of Competition in the 
Natural Gas Market 
(GASCOM)

IIASA Russia/Asia 2005 - 2060 Gaming model Current conditions

13. European Gas Model University of Maryland World LNG 2004 and 2011 Mixed Complementarity/ 
(EGM) Gaming model with imperfect 

competition

Current conditions 
(single period)
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Table A-2.  EMF 23 Scenario Design 

Scenarios Key Assumptions 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030-50
Constrained Russian Exports Russian export levels for natural 

gas and LNG 
Liquefaction Constraints LNG Liquefaction capacity in all 

regions 
Constrained Middle Eastern 
Exports

Middle Eastern export levels for 
natural gas and LNG 

Constrained Russian and 
Middle Eastern Exports

Russian and Middle Eastern 
export levels for natural gas and 
LNG 
Add to GDP rate (p.a.) 0.50% 0.50% 0.50% 0.50% 0.50% 0.50%

Add to gas demand rate (p.a.) 0.27% 0.27% 0.27% 0.27% 0.27% 0.27%

Lower Chinese Demand 
Growth

Reduce gas demand growth rate 
(p.a.) by

-0.50% -0.50% -0.50% -0.50% -0.50% -0.50%

Modeler’s Choice (SYS) Reveals an important insight 
from your model

Russian Monopoly Case Simulate less competitive 
behavior by Russia 
World Oil Price $56 $47 $48 $51 $54 $57 + 1.0% p.a.
World Economic Growth 3.80% 3.80% 3.80% 3.80% 3.80% 3.80%
World Gas Demand Growth 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40% 2.40%

EMF 23 Reference (Based on 
EIA International Energy 
Outlook 2006 reference case). 

Higher World Demand 
Growth 

Adjust inputs but report these assumption changes 

Replace more competitive with less competitive strategy. 

2005 levels + volumes under construction

2005 levels + volumes under construction

2005 levels + volumes under construction

2005 levels + volumes under construction
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Market resiliency in a particular model 
incorporates the response of both producers 
and consumers in that system.  It measures 
the percentage change in total consumption 
in a region relative to the percentage change 
in delivered prices for several different 
cases.  For an importing region, total 
consumption will equal domestic supply 
plus imports.  Thus, consumption can be 
used to represent either demand or total 
available supply conditions for the region.  
  
It is closely aligned to the economist’s 
concept of price elasticity of supply or 
demand.  When prices and consumption in 
the combined-constraint case for Russian 
and Persian Gulf exports are compared with 
their reference case counterparts, the 
response approximately measures the 
region’s demand curve if economic output 

and the prices of other fuels do not change.  
When prices and consumption in the high-
demand case are compared with their 
reference case counterparts, the response 
approximately measures the total supply 
curve from both domestic production and 
imports in a region.  Both responses were 
averaged over the 2010-2030 period to 
derive a more meaningful estimate than one 
based simply on one year.  The sum of these 
two responses was used to measure market 
resiliency in this study.  Higher (lower) 
resiliency should lead one to expect lower 
(higher) price changes in a new scenario. 

Appendix B: The Market Resiliency Index 
 

 
The resulting resiliency index for the United 
States and Western European markets are 
shown in Figure B-1 by model.  The index is 
a diagnostic tool for ordering the models 
from highest to lowest response to price 

 
Figure B-1.  Market Resiliency by Model 
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changes.  By itself, it reveals little about any 
variables of interest to decisionmakers.    
Estimates for the RITE model are not 
reported because its very high response and 
occasionally incorrect sign distorted the 
comparison with other results.  The Rice 
model did not simulate the high-demand 
case.  The resiliency index used to arrange 
the models was computed by assuming that 
the Rice model had the same sensitivity in 
the high-demand case as the most price-
responsive of the other models.  Discussions 
with the Rice modelers confirm that they 
believe that their model has very price-
responsive supply curves and that this 
assumption may even understate their 
sensitivity in this case.  The index for the 
CPB model excluded the 2025 results, 
because that year’s result significantly 
biased the estimate based upon the average 
for all years. 
 
There exists no obvious pattern in this 
resiliency index.  European models on the 
far left and US models on the far right show 
as much response to price as do the world 
models in the middle of the chart.  
Incorporating strategic behavior where 

participants can raise prices above costs (as 
in CPB, GASTALE and DIW) does not 
produce substantially different results from 
the world models that assume perfect 
competition.  European markets are not 
much more (or less) responsive than U.S. 
markets.  Among the global models, STAT 
and INGM show greater resiliency in 
Europe than in the United States, perhaps 
because there are more transportation 
corridors for channeling supplies.  As 
mentioned previously, the Rice response 
may be too low because this model did not 
simulate the high-demand case.    
  
As a result, the market resiliency shown by 
any particular model cannot be prejudged on 
the basis of its model structure or approach 
but must be evaluated separately with 
specially designed scenarios.  Users of these 
frameworks must invest the time to 
understand how responsive is the framework 
upon which they are basing their decisions 
relative to what other systems report.  
Lacking this information may prevent 
companies and governments from choosing 
robust strategies and policies.   
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